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Did you know...
Planner has a new option to assign Daypart Codes and Daypart Mix %s per proposal version.
When importing different versions/revisions of the same proposal (i.e., versions 1.0, 1.1, and 2.0), Planner’s default
behavior is to automatically use a single set of Daypart Codes and Daypart Mix %s for all the proposals that use the same
combination of vehicle, daypart and spot length. This is based on the presumption that lineups (and their Daypart Mix
%s) do not change between proposal versions.
For example, as shown here, the “David Show” for MF 6a-7p appears in both proposal 1.0 and revised proposal 2.0.
A. Planner presumes you want
the same Daypart Mix %s for
both proposals (33% AM, 34%
MD and 33% PM in this
example). Thus, Planner saves
you time from having to enter
the same info over again.
B. Planner notifies you that
these Mix %s apply to all
versions of this proposal.
However, there are times where lineups (and their Daypart Mix %s) do change between proposal versions. In the
example below, the “David Show” lineup changed between proposal 1.0 and 2.0, which in turn resulted in different
Daypart Mix %s between the proposal versions.
C. In this example, the “David
Show” changed from 33% AM,
34% MD, 33% PM (proposal
1.0) to 40% AM, 20% MD and
40% PM (proposal 2.0).
D. Planner notifies you that
these Mix %s apply only to this
specific proposal version.
To enable this feature:
E. Click the “o” button to the
left of a vehicle name and click
the Make Dpt Code selections
within this vehicle apply to
this proposal version option.
F. Right-click the “(Mix)” field and select the “(Mix…)” option to edit Mix %s for only this version of the proposal.
For more details, see the online guide or recent updates at http://www.act1systems.com/planner.
You can contact ACT 1 Systems at (818) 347-6400 (x10 for Rob, x16 for David) for unlimited free phone or screen-sharing training during our
regular business hours from 8:00am–5:00pm Pacific Time. Call us as often as you need to get answers to your questions, no matter how
complex or trivial. You can also send an e-mail to Rob (rfite@act1systems.com) or David (ddavidson@act1systems.com) any time.

